Snapshot report

Under the agreement for 2015
Morningside State School received $171,974

Our full 2015 agreement can be found here: Morningside State School Endorsed GRG Agreement

Our school strategies are showing substantial progress toward our targets

After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we have made progress toward our targeted student outcomes. We will continue to focus on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students, and adjust our strategies as needed to ensure every student succeeds.

Strategies to build our Improvement Plan fore-fronted Staff Capacity through:

- Implementing processes for development of Performance Development Plans that aligned with Australian Professional Standards with teaching staff and Aides
  - Continuing Professional Development weekly
- Implementing collaborative planning days for all classroom teachers facilitated by HOC and Master Teacher
  - Pit Stop Planning
- Employing additional teacher aides for intensive teaching and continuity of learning for students
  - Rise Reading Program
  - Read It Again
- Working with the Metropolitan Regional cluster project using the work of Lynn Sharratt and Michael Fullen, Putting Faces on the Data, and embed this in school processes
  - GPS Case Management
  - Development of Data Wall
- Build Leadership density across the school through coaching and team structures
  - Master Teacher Coaching both formally and informally

Strategies to maintain a clear focus on Personalizing Student Learning through:

- Supporting teachers to use high yield strategies with all students
- Implementing Read It Again in Prep
- Establishing processes to systematically deliver Progressive Achievement Tests (PAT) using an online platform to gather evidence to establish where individual students are in their learning and monitor student progress toward school targets
- Implement DRA in Year 4